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SOWING THE SEEDS OF A NEW TOMORROW

In this issue:-

Christmas in Cambodia
The Symons return
Prison work

Christmas in Prison (see page 4)

Oil
Asian and European companies 
have expressed interest in tapping 
Cambodia’s offshore oil reserves, 
although this could take years to 
materialise. “We are still a long way 
from production,” Te Duong Tara, 
Director-General of Cambodian 
National Petroleum Authority said.

National Assembly President Heng 
Samrin said that Russia had also 
expressed interest.  He has asked 
the Russian government to forgive 
a $1.5 billion debt “to improve our 
economy and develop our country.”  
But any oil exploration by Russian 
firms should also be open to a fair 
and transparent bidding process, he 
explained.

Khmer Rouge Trials
Human Rights Watch (HRW)has 
called on Cambodia to stop 
interfering in preparations for 
the trials of former leaders of the 
Khmer Rouge.  They blamed the 
government for the recent failure 
by Cambodian and foreign judges 
to agree on rules for the UN-backed 
tribunal. 

The trials are due to start next 

year for the surviving leaders of 
the brutal regime. A week-long 
meeting between Cambodian and 
international legal officials broke up 
following “substantive disagreement” 
over the tribunal rules. HRW said 
“Many of the leaders are old and 
increasingly frail, but until the rules 
are adopted, prosecutions and trials 
cannot move forward.”

Cambodia dismissed the accusation 
as “politically motivated”.  
Government spokesman Khieu 
Kanharith said tribunal officials were 
just being thorough about working 
through complex legal issues.  About 
two million people died under Pol 
Pot’s Khmer Rouge during the 
1970’s.  Pol Pot, the founder and 
leader, died in 1998 and Ta Mok, the 
military commander, died in 2006.

Child Prisoners 
Human rights organisations have 
criticised the way children are treated 
in Cambodia’s justice system. They 
say there are hundreds of under-age 
prisoners in the country’s jails and 
many of them are forced to share 
cells with adults.

Conditions in Cambodia’s jails are 

notorious. There can be as many 
as 60 inmates in a single cell, food 
is scarce, and hygiene standards 
poor. Human rights groups say it 
is unacceptable that children are 
sharing the same conditions.

The local children’s rights 
organisation, Licadho and the UN 
children’s organisation, UNICEF, 
are both very concerned.  The 
Government are considering reforms 
although these may be restricted by 
available funds. 

The Cambodian RC Church
At least 3,000 Cambodian Catholics 
gathered on December 3rd at the 
end of celebrations to mark 450 
years in the country, presided over 
by the apostolic nuncio, Archbishop 
Salvatore Pennacchio. Pope Benedict 
XVI relayed his blessing and 
Cardinal Ivan Dias, prefect of the 
Congregation for the Evangelization 
of Peoples, said that the history 
of the Church in Cambodia “after 
the period of harsh trials, can be 
compared to that of the early Church 
in Jerusalem and Rome.”

Traffic Laws
The National Assembly passed 
a comprehensive law to regulate 
motor vehicle traffic, imposing hefty 
penalties for both extortion by traffic 
police and drunk driving as well as 
requiring special seats for children 
riding in cars. Traffic accidents killed 
about 1000 people and wounded over 
6000 last year, about 90 percent due 
to law infringements.

Smoking
Smoking in Cambodia costs over 
70,000 lives each year, according to 
a recent survey jointly conducted by 
the Ministry of Health and the World 
Health Organization.  From 1996 to 
2006, 82 percent of rural men, 62 
percent of urban dwellers, and 82 
percent of youth nationwide were 
cigarette smokers, said the survey.  

Cambodia News compiled by John Heard from various sources
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Editorial - Children of Hope

Dear Friends,

There have been recent concerns in the UK media about the 
lack of parental involvement in their childrens’ lives and 
consequent poor role models.  Much has then been made of 
the connection with the gun culture of our inner cities.

In Cambodia there are many orphans and street children, 
due to AIDS and poverty, and sadly many parents have 
themselves grown up through the war years without a 
knowledge of a family environment and consequently have 
poor parenting skills themselves.  The odds are stacked 
against the young people of this country.

SAO Cambodia is trying to address this huge need through 
the HOSEA project, training people in child care skills.  We 
also have a new project ACTS (Assisting children to School) 
to help them gain an education.  Several of our staff are 
involved in helping and mentoring groups of children.

But it is wonderful how the faith of the Christian young people 
of Cambodia gives them hope and enables them to dream for 
the future, read more in Dave Vann’s article on Pg. 8.

Geoff Collett
Executive Director

Front Cover Main Photo: courtesy Geoff Collett

Zoe Myall - Can you help?
Zoe is TEFL trained, an anthropology graduate, has a 
Theology diploma and worked in Cambodia before for OMF.  
Since then she has worked at the Iona community. This 
experience will stand her in good stead as she will be taking 
on the running of a mission retreat centre for the missionary 
community in Phnom Penh.

The retreat centre is called Potters Place and was established 
by a British Missionary who will be on furlough for a year.  
It is one of the few places people can take time out of busy 
work schedules to spend time with God, recharging their 
spiritual batteries without interruption, so it is crucial that we 
manage to keep this resource available. 

Zoe will be going at the end of March as an 
SAO Affiliate member and has to raise her 
own support.  As this is such short notice, 
it is a really big challenge.  If you would 
like to support this important work and 
help her financially or in prayer then e-mail 

admin@saocambodia.org for details as soon as possible.
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It has been my privilege since 
returning from home leave in 
September to spend part of my 
time with Linda Chisholm, the 
Executive Director of Prison 
Fellowship Cambodia and her 
team.  My wife Deth has returned 
to HOSEA taking up her role 
as Project Manager and our son 
Matthew has started going to 
HOPE Preschool three mornings a 
week.

I am giving a similar oversight of 
financial management 
at PFC as I was with the 
Evangelical Fellowship 
of Cambodia’s Youth 
Commission.  I do still 
spend half of my time at EFC 
although I now have a broader 
financial advisor remit with all of 
their component commissions. 

In the same way that my new 
tasks are similar the need for them 
stems from similarities between 
the organisations.  Both the Youth 
Commission, now called KEY 
(Kingdom Equipped Youth) and 
Prison Fellowship have expanded 
rapidly in a short space of time, 
with plans to grow even bigger.  

In both cases 
they have plenty 
of vision and a 
strong desire to 
do as much as 
possible for the 
people they serve, 
but need some 
guidance with 
the nuts and bolts 
of detail to keep 
the organisations 
functioning 
properly, which is 
where I come in. 

As the Administration Manager 
for PFC my brief is to develop 
the organisation’s administration 
functions, starting with finance to 

ensure it can fully support 
the existing and future 
programs. 

This has three broad areas:

• Develop proper systems and  
 structures 
• Ensure proper policies and   
 procedures are in place 
• Train staff to build their capacity  
 so they can do the work for  
 themselves. 

This involves me checking every 
cash voucher to ensure it has all 
the proper information and has 
been keyed in properly. This has 
its lighter moments because of 

the English used and so far I 
have found expenses claims 
for a.“fitting an intestine for 
motorbike” and b.“a scream 
from a helmet”. 
(If you can’t guess then see 
the box to the right for what 
these items were!)

Our director, Linda, believes 
God wants to use her more in 
an advocacy role promoting 

Graham and Deth Symons 
have returned to Cambodia 
after their furlough in the UK.  
Graham writes about his new 
role in the Prison Fellowship.

fitting an 
intestine!

Back into action

Graham, Deth and Matthew outside their  home in Phnom Penh

the work of PFC outside 
Cambodia on speaking tours. 
When she does this I will hold the 
fort for her in Phnom Penh. Unlike 
at EFC where I only advise, at 
PFC I have the authority to direct 
the day-to-day activities of the 
PFC’s finance staff.  I will also be 
assisting the Board and Executive 
Director of PFC to develop a 
strategy to transfer effective 
day to day management of the 
organisation to local staff.

Although my work does not 
regularly take me into the prisons 
or work with prisoners I still see 
it as a vital job enabling PFC to 
fulfil its long term aim which is:

To be an example of Christ in all 
we do. To show Christ’s love to 
the prisoners, officials and their 
families through our work and 
actions based on Matt 25:36-40.Pray for the Symons 

family as they settle in to 
their new roles, Graham 
at PFC, Deth with more 
responsibility on HOSEA 
and Matthew coping with 
the change to pre-school.

Read more about the work 
of PFC over the page.

The Answers

A. fitting an inner tube to a  
motorcycle wheel.

B. fitting a visor to a crash 
helmet.
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As we look to 2007 I am amazed at the growth 
since 2002. There are now 18 paid staff, 4 Expat 
volunteers and at Christmas, 180 people from local 
churches all over Cambodia helped PFC share the 
Gospel in 14 prisons to 9000 people. There are 
classes of various kinds in 9 prisons with plans for 
2 more to join this important area of Education. 
80% 0f all women in prisons receive a 3 monthly 
food and basic needs pack.  Prisoners released from 
prisons all over Cambodia come to Bluegate House 
for the next step in a new life. Young men enter an 
apprenticeship and are encouraged to “begin again”.  
Many Foreigners imprisoned here receive visits 
from volunteers and their families are contacted 
and given news of their family member.  Sick and 
dying prisoners are cared for and many become 
Christians. 

Prison Fellowship Cambodia knows that on our own 
we could do nothing of value but with the prayers 
of faithful friends the world over, generous donors, 
giving churches and giving individuals we can do all 
things through Christ who strengthens us.

Linda Chisholm (Director Prison Fellowship)

In 2002 a man entered our first 
Bible class in a large prison, 

the very beginning. He was very 
thin with a sad face.  He had many 

questions about Jesus at each session.  
In his cell he would share everything he 

was learning.   He became a strong Christian 
and many of the men he told became Christians, 
too.  He changed from thin to strong and his face 

shone with joy.  Before, no one liked him, but 
as his life changed, other prisoners would 

ask him to pray for them.  They all grew 
to love him.  In 2006 he was released 

after 8 years in prison and he asked 
our teacher how he could continue to 

learn the Bible.  He came to BGH upon 
release and from there he entered a 
church where he was baptized and 

he now lives at the Church.  He has 
received training and is pondering 

two options, to start a church in his 
home town or to help in a church 

in a nearby village.

Christmas in a Cambodian Prison 

things through Christ who strengthens us.

(Director Prison Fellowship)

too.  He changed from thin to strong and his face 
shone with joy.  Before, no one liked him, but 

as his life changed, other prisoners would 
ask him to pray for them.  They all grew 

learn the Bible.  He came to BGH upon 

he now lives at the Church.  He has 
received training and is pondering 

two options, to start a church in his 
home town or to help in a church 

Over 
Christmas, PFC 

joined with a local church 
at a Provincial Prison.  For 

the first time in this prison the 
Christmas message was heard 
by every person.  We gave a 
gift of food and toiletries.  As 
Pastor Sinat spoke, some men 

began crying as the words 
touched them.

A lady was imprisoned for fraud. She had A lady was imprisoned for fraud. She had A lady was imprisoned for fraud. She had 
agreed to be guarantor for a loan and when agreed to be guarantor for a loan and when agreed to be guarantor for a loan and when 
this person defaulted she was imprisoned for this person defaulted she was imprisoned for this person defaulted she was imprisoned for 
a year.  She was pregnant when she entered a year.  She was pregnant when she entered a year.  She was pregnant when she entered 
prison and her husband abandoned her.  On prison and her husband abandoned her.  On prison and her husband abandoned her.  On 
release she and her baby arrived at Bluegate release she and her baby arrived at Bluegate release she and her baby arrived at Bluegate 
House (BGH) and both were helped with House (BGH) and both were helped with House (BGH) and both were helped with 
medical and accommodation needs.  Later, medical and accommodation needs.  Later, medical and accommodation needs.  Later, 
she went to stay with a friend in a slum area she went to stay with a friend in a slum area she went to stay with a friend in a slum area 
and then returned to see the staff a BGH and then returned to see the staff a BGH and then returned to see the staff a BGH 
and presented them with a plan to support and presented them with a plan to support and presented them with a plan to support 
herself.  She was given a $25 loan to start 
a little business selling vegetables outside a 
large factory.  In her first month she started 
to pay back the loan and saved $60.  Within 
8 months she had repaid the entire loan 
and was able to buy her own stall in a local 
market.  By the end of 2006, she has repaid 
her loan and now has 2 neighbouring stalls 
and has bought pigs to be raised in the and has bought pigs to be raised in the and has bought pigs to be raised in the 
countryside.  She now earns more in a month 
than the staff who helped her on her way.

One young man joined out Youth Skills Course (and 
learned some motor bike repair skills. He was also on 
the pre-release group counselling course.  His friend 
was also met by a BGH social worker just before his 
release and when they were both released they came 
to Bluegate House for help. They had both been drug 
offenders and gangsters.  They entered the personal 
Development Course at BGH and lived at the Centre.  
After 12 weeks they became apprentices at the PFC 
workshop, a part of BGH, and worked there for 
6 months. At the end of this time they had shown 
themselves hard workers and very trustworthy.  They 
began attending church and one has since become a 
Christian.  They opened a small workshop to repair 
motor bikes with a start up loan of $160.  They are 
paying this loan back and have plans to expand.

SAO Cambodia has supported the 
work of Prison Fellowship Cambodia, 
initially financially, then with some 
short term student helpers and now 
through Graham Symons.  Graham 
is an SAO team member who has 
been seconded to PFC to help with 
management.

Please pray for the work that Linda 
and the team do, particularly for the 
prisoners who have heard the gospel, 
received support in the prison and 
been through Bluegate House.

Photographs, courtesy of Prison Fellowship Cambodia, show prisoners listening to the 
Gospel message at the Christmas service and receiving their 3 monthly food pack.
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It is somewhere between 4.30am and 5am 
and the generator has been turned on.  
Today is the Christmas party at Sunshine 
House so the younger 
children are excited 
and have no 
trouble getting 
up.  It is 19 
degrees Celsius, 
a cold winter 
morning for us here in 
Cambodia and the children have 
their jumpers and coats on.  

After breakfast the preparations 
start.  In the kitchen there is a lot 
of activity.  Ra Huas, our newest 
male staff member, (wearing a 
very colourful striped knitted 
waistcoat) is marinating a massive 
bowl of chicken pieces.  Si Raem 
(staff), wearing a towel to protect her 
clothes, is chopping up more chicken.  
The morning seems endless to some of the 
younger children.  

The five young people from House of 
Progress (HOP) arrive mid morning.  
There is great excitement.  Vanny has got 
her hair straightened and Vanna, Vanny 
and Sok Chan are wearing new outfits.  
Those children responsible for spreading 
all kinds of information at Sunshine run 
to tell whoever will listen that the HOP 
children (young adults) have come and 
that Vanny is looking most beautiful! 

At mid morning Thon (age 
7) is in tears.  The young 

boys were given Spiderman 
shirts last month by a group 

from Perth.  They have been 
kept to wear at Christmas.  
Thon says that his is the green 
one but that Chumnan has taken 
it and he is left with an orange 

Thon wants 
wear the 

green one!  Back 
behind the kitchen 
the boys are 
preparing the ice!  I 
shudder as I watch 
Chumrarn cut up a 
big block of ice with a saw.  
One of the younger boys then hacks it 
into small pieces and another boy washes 
it in a big white bucket.  I resolve to skip 
on the ice at lunchtime.  The grade seven 
and grade eight girls are responsible for 
B-B-Q’ing 40kgs of chicken.  Po Chok 

(from the eco-farm) is there to give 
advice and lend a hand.  He 

seems to know more than the 
girls about cooking chicken.  

I miss out on lunch, my son, 
Oisin is having his midday 
sleep.  Christmas lunch is 

Khmer curry, Khmer noodles 
and B-B- Q chicken.  Chetra (age 

8) eats so much that she complains that 
her stomach is tight.  The Christmas 
programme starts at one o’clock.  Lap 
Song (staff) is MC. The children have 

invited their friends 
and they start to 

arrive and wait 
on benches 
in the multi 
purpose 
building for the 

programme to 
start.  There is an 

action song by the grade two and grade 
three girls and boys, two traditional Khmer 
dances by the older girls 
and boys, a Christmas 
nativity play (or 
mime).  Sophi, female 
staff member, shares 
with the children 
the true meaning 
of Christmas.  A 
large group of the 
children’s friends 
arrive in the middle, just 
before the dances.  This generates a lot 
of excitement!  The show is over and it is 
time for more food, cake and sweets. Nine 
kilos of mighty pythons (jelly snakes) 
are consumed by the children, staff and 
guests! The presents are given out and 
then there is time for some photos of the 
children’s friends and more food. This 
time it is sweet potato.  Chamnan eats his 
and comes out in hives all over his body.  
This is the third time that he has reacted 

to some food in the 
past month or two.  

The evening meal 
is leftovers.  After 
eating the children 
gather to watch a 

DVD. Upstairs in the 
boy’s house Chamnan is 

fast asleep.  The antihistamine has taken 
effect and his hives has disappeared.  Chi 
Vone (the newest boy as Sunshine House) 
is fast asleep with a blanket over his head.  
And so the 2006 Christmas celebration at 
Sunshine House comes to an end.             
    Brenda Au

It is somewhere between 4.30am and 5am 

At mid morning Thon (age 
7) is in tears.  The young 

boys were given Spiderman 
shirts last month by a group 

from Perth.  They have been 
kept to wear at Christmas.  
Thon says that his is the green 
one but that Chumnan has taken 
it and he is left with an orange 

one.  
to 

green 

Brenda Au, with her husband Kaming and 
their two children, live about 70km outside 
of Phnom Penh at a Awareness Cambodia 
childrens home called Sunshine House.  
They have been friends of SAO for a 
number of years with Kaming having 
previously led the SCALE project.  
Here Brenda relates her experiences 
of Christmas at Sunshine House 

Sunshine at Christmas

Pray for the Au family as 
Brenda looks after the childrens’ 
health and Kaming serves the 
church in the local villages in 
his spare time.  This article was 
used with the kind permission of 
Awareness Cambodia, find out 
more about their work at
www.awarecam.org.au



1. They know where they have  
 come from. 

Cambodia remains a Buddhist 
country, firmly committed to the 
principles contained within its 
national motto: “Nation. Religion. 
King.” The Christian youth of 
Cambodia are only too aware 
that this is their background - a 
place where duty to country, duty 
to Buddha and duty to King are 
everything. They know that they 
must find a way to remain faithful 
to two out of these three principles 
and, in following Christ, never 
forget their past and where they 
have come from.

2.  They know they don’t yet  
 know it all.  

I discovered very early on in my 
time at Young Life that these guys 
don’t yet know it all and they 
don’t mind admitting it! During 
one of my first teaching sessions, I 
attempted to unpack the theme of 
‘The Kingdom’ in the Old and New 
Testament, starting with Abraham. 
I knew I was in trouble straight 
away when one of the students 
whispered to his friend, “Who’s 

Abraham?” Since then I have 
learnt that, although the Christian 
youth in Cambodia may lack a 
deep knowledge and understanding 
of the Bible, they are eager, even 
desperate, to learn more.

3.  They know that it costs to  
 be a Christian.  

At Young Life, many of those 
who have chosen to follow Jesus 
have done so at a cost. Some have 
been rejected by friends, who 
have responded in taunts, threats 
and even violence. Some have 
been rejected by family, who have 
decided their son or daughter 
does not deserve to live under the 
same roof if they now consider 
themselves a Christian. As most 
Young Lifers do not come from 
a Christian family background, 
they have learnt quickly that there 
are often harsh consequences of 
choosing to worship Jesus instead of 
Buddha.

4.  They know the value of  
 authority.

Cambodia is a largely authoritarian 
country, where your position in 

society is very often measured by 
how much you are under authority 
and how much authority you have 
over others. While this certainly 
has its drawbacks, it is helping 
to establish healthy relationships 
between Christian youth and those 
who are teaching or leading them. 
As opposed to being prone to 
arrogance and distrust of leaders, 
these young people are committed 
to respecting and learning from 
those in authority, acknowledging 
the value in having others in 
authority over them.

5.  They know they are in this  
 together.  

In Cambodia, there is no such thing 
as a ‘lone citizen’. Cambodians 
eat together, work together, travel 
together, live together and even sit 
on the side of the road watching the 
world go by…together. In the same 
way, the Christian youth here know 
there is no such thing as a ‘lone 
Christian.’ They are only too aware 
that they need each other if they 
are going to survive as a committed 
Christian in Cambodia. The thought 
of going-it-alone has probably never 
occurred to most of them.
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A friend of mine recently asked 
me what I thought the biggest 
difference is between a place 
like Cambodia and the UK. As I 
pondered many possible answers, 
including somewhat obvious ones 
like “there’s more rice here” or 
“there’s more corruption here”, I 
eventually decided on this. 

“The young people here,” I 
told him. “They have hope.”

The revolution begins…
There is much in Cambodia 
that is gut-wrenching, distressing 
and even depressing but I have 
found hope for the future in the 
young people I have met and 
worked with in my fi rst year 

here. The 
difference 

between 
the British 

teens and the 
Cambodian youth 

I have met is that, 
in the UK, young 

people have grown 
up with everything 

and now have nothing 
to look forward to, where as 
in Cambodia, the youth have 
grown up with nothing and 
now have everything to look 
forward to.

Some of my observations about 
young Christians in Cambodia 

and why I believe 
they offer hope for 
the future of this nation 
can be seen in the panel 
opposite.

I have learnt a lot from the 
young people in Cambodia, who 
now comprise the majority of 
the population (55% are under-
20). Much of this learning has 

taken place at Young Life, an 
internationally-founded but 
locally-run youth ministry working 
amongst High School students 
in Phnom Penh. Over the past 
ten months I have plied my trade 
as a ‘games coordinator’, ‘Bible 
teacher’ and ‘undercover discipler’ 
at the Young Life Centre in Toul 
Tom Pong, Phnom Penh.

Having arrived at Young Life 
knowing fairly little about young 
people in general (except that I still 
class myself as one) and knowing 
even less about Cambodian 
young people in particular, I have 
somehow managed to muddle 
through and even learn a few 
things along the way.

The revolution is coming…
There is no doubt that young 
Christians in Cambodia face 
many challenges in the coming 
years, including a dearth of older 
Christian leaders to disciple them 
and the constant temptation to 
compromise their beliefs and 
acquiesce to either Cambodian 

Dave (front left) at a Young Life meeting

A friend of mine recently asked 

here. The 
difference 

between 
the British 

teens and the 
Cambodian youth 

I have met is that, 
in the UK, young 

people have grown 
up with everything 

and now have nothing 

Dave Vann and his wife Laura 
are SAO affiliates currently 
working with the Artisans’ 
Association of Cambodia (AAC) 
as well as volunteer work with 
the team at Young Life. 

The Children of the Revolution

Buddhism or international 
materialism.

Despite these obstacles, I fi nd 
myself unable to suppress a sense 
of optimism for their future. I was 
recently reminded of why I have 
come to believe this when Loy, a 
young man from Young Life whom 
I am currently getting to know, 
began telling me about his vision 
for serving God in the future. After 
he had fi nished, he said to me: 
“That’s why I’m here. Now tell me, 
why are you here?”

Look out, the revolution is 
coming…!              Dave VannSome members of the youth group

life is 
different

Dave (front left) at a Young Life meetingDave (front left) at a Young Life meeting

Pray for Dave 
and Laura as 
they juggle 
responsibilities 
between their 
different roles.  
Laura is also 
working part time 
at another agency 
called White Lotus.

Read about a 
recent Saturday 
trip they took to 
a local slum area 
over the page.
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Seeing friends, going swimming, 
going to church, eating good food 
and exploring the city is pretty 
much a normal weekend for us.  
We decided that this weekend 
was going to be a bit different.  
We wanted to spend the time 
we normally have for ourselves 
making new relationships.

So the day started off with us 
going by moto to a slum near the 
riverside.  From the road it looks 
like a run down flat complex, 
and then you go behind and it’s 
another world 
of shanty 
style 

houses.  Some 
wooden, some 
concrete,  some 
with roofs and 

others without.  

We were greeted with smiles 
from the people living there; 
they seemed intrigued to know 
what we were doing.  What was 
this white, ‘wealthy’ couple 
doing walking around their slum 
through the wet, squidgy mud? 

We walked through the market 
and met a family standing outside 
their home. They talked with us 
a little and stared at us a lot.  We 

asked if we could 
take a photo of 
them and their 
children posed 
for us with 
delight.

We 
continued 
to walk 
around 
the 
soggy, 

muddy streets and greeted 
people with our smiles as they 
did us back.  We were shocked 
by the mess of the place and 
seeing sights of houses that had 
been demolished, leaving only 
the foundations and damaged 
belongings of the people who had 
once lived there.

We walked on and saw groups of 
prostitutes relaxing and playing 
cards with their faces painted 
white.  Dave asked if he could 
take a photo of them and they 
quickly responded with a firm but 
friendly “No!”

We walked on and met groups 
of children and their families.  
These children looked so pleased 
to see us.  Dave chatted with 
a guy who wanted to practice 
speaking English while I played 
with five adorable children who 
just wanted some attention.  They 
swung off my arms and I chatted 
to them in my limited Khmer.  
We had fun but unfortunately it 
was soon time for us to go.

What a mix of emotions that 
went through me as we left 
that place but I knew somehow 
that we’d be back some time.      
Laura Vann

Give thanks for 
the wedding 
of Bophana 

and Tom Reilly 
in November.  
Bophana has 

lived in Scotland 
since the death 

of Chhirc, 
our spiritual 

founder.

Please Pray for...
There are many things to give 
thanks for and many things to 
bring before God in prayer.  Why 
not spend a few moments after 
you have looked at this page to 
talk to God about the subjects 
mentioned here.

Saturday Slum

... the Khmer Rouge 
trials, for justice and 

reconciliation

...safety 
when 

our staff 
travel

... the 
country’s 
beautiful 
natural 

resources, 
that they 
would not 

be spoilt by 
greed

Give 
thanks for 
the many 
christians 
amongst 

the young 
people    

and the way 
the church 
is growing

...the easing of food 
shortages that many 

face

...justice 
and fair 

treatment 
for the 

minority 
people of 
Cambodia

Above all, pray that God would 
continue to bring healing and new life 

to Cambodia through  relationship 
with His son, Jesus Christ


